What makes a Russian smile?...  A Spaniard about "Ole"...  Or inspires fifty million Frenchmen to kick up their heels? Well, it could be an unprompted smile, a spontaneous one in a rich uncle’s will, or a recording of the NEW CHRISTY MINSTRELS as they bounce through their finger-snapping, foot-tapping rendition of a folk song.

The NEW CHRISTY MINSTRELS will appear here in concert at Callaway Auditorium, on March 1, 1967, as they have been known in the United States.

Mike Settle, acknowledged leader of our group, captures the group spirit this way... "The great thing about playing on the roof together is that each of us is being trained and cultivated for a future. We are always busy learning new instruments or taking acting lessons or developing some talent that doesn’t necessarily get used in our performances but which makes us feel we are growing as individual performers. Our manager believes in each one of us as well as the ideas of the group. And we believe. We all believe that we will terminate our stay with the us terminate our stay with the a frustrated need for the contemporary, but whatever the reason, the NEW CHRISTY MINSTRELS spend a great deal of time appeasing the overseas market. Their songs are translated and recorded by the Christies into several languages, and a language expert is maintained to assist the group in learning the music of another language. The result? Well the group’s records sell as much in German as in English as in French carols, in France, dark beer in Berlin, and two meatballs in Rome."

The Hilltop News Bridge Tournament was held in the Simpson Room of the gym last Thursday and Friday afternoon. The winners entered by teams and the winners were determined by the total number of points scored in six rubbers. A one dollar entry fee was charged per team and thirty dollars for second place, and five dollars for third place.

An exhibition of drawings, prints and sculpture by David Clark, head of the Art Department at LaGrange College, will be performed on February 24 and 25, at 8:00 p.m. in Debbie Auditorium.

UN MENDACITY; NO BOWDLERIZING

SGA SPONSORED CONCERT PROMISES THRILLS FOR ALL
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You Are Boring

How many times has the cry "this place is so dead I could die of boredom" echoed thru these timeless halls of LaGrange College?

For those of you who have heard that question or are in the habit of asking it, I have some news. It is not the place that is dead and boring, it is the people in the place. All places are alike in their potential for entertainment, physically speaking that is. It would be very well possible to be just as bored at the Lido in Paris as at LaGrange College, Georgia. Boredom is a state of mind. If you are bored at LaGrange it is very well possible, even probable that you will be bored at the Lido, or any other place you might go to.

There always seems to be a lot of clamor for something to do, but when someone finally decides that enough clamor has been heard, and it is time to actually go out and do something, he invariably finds himself out on a limb, in the cold, and looked upon as some kind of a nut.

The history of flops at LaGrange is impressive. Let us take as an example the bridge tournament last week. This is not to say that the bridge tournament was a flop. Far from it. It was a very enjoyable affair for those who participated in it.

However it is probable that LC will never again see a bridge tournament, because the people who sponsored this one, namely the brave and somewhat foolhardy staff of this newspaper went $20 into the red on this one. I know for a fact that there are more than 20 bridge players on this campus, but it seems that they were bored that day. I wonder how many times that day those same people let out the cry "this place is so dead". I could enumerate dozens of other instances for purposes of illustration, but why talk about them? Everyone knows about them anyway.

LC student, Youmartir of boredom, you are boring.
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Council Passes Rule
THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL OF THE STUDENT CIVILIZING ASSOCIATION MET EARLY WEDNESDAY NIGHT AND PASSED A CHANGE IN THE GIRL’S SMOKING RULES FOR WOMEN STUDENTS TO SMOKING IN THE STUDENT CENTER.

A quorum was not present at the meeting, but the members attending felt that the overwhelming three-to-one vote of the student body in favor of women’s smoking rule changes called for immediate response.

It is generally agreed that women students be allowed to smoke in the student center, there was a discussion of whether smoking should be limited to the student center, opposition to the motion felt that with smoking allowed in the student center, problems that arise on campus this happens the student body who should be bypassed and all smoking restrictions should be removed.

The motion passed by the Legislative Council now awaits approval by the administration before it may go into effect.

Twenty-Three Teacher Weeks in Schools

Twenty-three LaGrange College seniors who are aspiring to become teachers are currently the student- teaching phase of their preparation.

The Under the direction of Dr. W. M. Shackelford, professor of education and chairman of the college’s Education Division, the students will assume regular classroom responsibilities with certain supervision, Dr. Shackelford told the student teachers, all seniors, are spending eight weeks in assigned accredited schools teaching under the close supervision of certified masters teachers.

"The opportunity of working with experienced teachers in a high school..." Dr. Shackelford explained.

The LC seniors, the professor continued, must complete requirements for a major in elementary education or in secondary teaching field before entering the student teaching course. Their curriculum also includes educational philosophy, psychology, and methods courses.

The Georgia State Department of Education grants professional teachers’ certification to LC students who complete degree requirements and student teaching quarter, and are recommended by the college’s Department of Education.

The LC student teachers are working in various LaGrange public schools, or, in the case of music education students, in the Atlanta public schools.

The student teachers assigned to schools in LaGrange, their hometowns, grades or subjects they are teaching, and their supervising teachers are:

LaGrange High School—Mrs. Claire Cullaway Rogers of LaGrange (English, Mrs. Madge Skeadham), Dudley Booker Schiller Jr. of Columbus (mathematics, Mrs. George Collins), Samuel Bost Stewart of LaGrange (mathematics, Lanier Shelton), Mrs. Rachel Faye Worrell of LaGrange (English, Miss Bonnie Crawford), William Lee Good of Columbus (social science, Miss Louise Owen), Mrs. Elsnie McCarthy of LaGrange, and Harriet Lavina Walton of Powder Springs (social science, James H. Fulford).

Hill Street Junior High—Linda W. Wade of LaGrange (social science, Mrs. Richard Davis).

West Side Junior High—Judith Ellen Hitchcock of Perry, (Spanish, David Hill), and Constance Marie Robinson of McDonough (Spanish, Mrs. Thomas Eberliger).

LaGrange Elementary—Connie Lawford Crawford of West Point (fourth grade, Mrs. W. May Hill), and Carol Dall of LaGrange (fifth grade, Mrs. D. S. Kelly).

Dawson Street Elementary—Judy Ophelia Coker of Newnan (first grade, Mrs. W. Warner Bratsell), Elfrieda E. Gilford of Decatur (third grade, Mrs. Emma Smokey) and Mrs. Shirley Code Pettit of Pine Mountain (first grade, Mrs. Pearl Pettit).

Holliis Hall Elementary—Lincoln Louise Harwell of Gadsdenville (third grade, Miss Merle Collins), Elizabeth Ann Hood of Newnan (fourth grade, Miss Laverna Shively), and Judy Grace Wallace of Athens (fourth grade, Mrs. George Sauter).

Unity Elementary—Maryena Hall Dunn of Pine Mountain (first grade, Mrs. Betty Collins).

The students in music education who are teaching in Alphatu, and the student teachers, school administration, and supervising teachers are:

Susan Esther Butler of Perimeter Beach, Plc. (third grade, Mrs. Kay Hall), Patricia Ann McFarland of Decatur (first grade, Mrs. James Sims), and Sandra Elaine Smith of Dalton (third grade, Mrs. Kather Burtin).

The students in music education who are teaching in Alphalu, and their hometowns, school administration, and supervising teachers are:

Susan Esther Butler of Perimeter Beach, Plc. (third grade, Mrs. Kay Hall), Patricia Ann McFarland of Decatur (first grade, Mrs. James Sims), and Sandra Elaine Smith of Dalton (third grade, Mrs. Kather Burtin).
Dear Hortense,

Did you notice that the cheerleaders are looking better this year? If not, you have either not been to any home games this season or you haven’t paid attention like you should have. They are looking better, according to the opinions of several people. The reasons for the cheerleaders’ new look is that they are enjoying their job this year, according to Chris McLaughlin, captain. Of course, practicing two or three times a week might have something to do with that also.

According to Chris, several other factors are helping them this year. One of these, a very big factor, is the way the personnel have been handled under the direction of Mr. Hall. Another is this year’s student participation, which is better than last years. But, according to Chris, there are still too few students participating. The people who do come, however, have good spirit as a group.

Campus Poll

Question: Would you attend a weekly discussion group and tell whom would you like for a speaker and why?

No Name: I think it is a good idea, and I’d like to see Hortense lead the first discussion.

Dean Love: I would like to see some weekly discussion group on personal matters on such subjects as good habits, self-discipline, etc.

Buddy Sullivan: Yes, I’d like to see it started and would like to hear Dr. Prices talk about the resurrection.

Rosemary Neely: I’d like to see some of these discussion groups led by people from Alcoholics Anonymous or from the Federal Narcotics Center.

Maryanna Daniel: I’d like to hear Dr. Price talk about marriage and family as concerned with personality and the future.
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The “New Look” Cheerleaders

Circle K, Faculty to Battle in Gym

A volleyball team composed of several members of the faculty of LaGrange College has accepted a challenge issued by Circle K to a duel of brains vs. brawn. The faculty team has selected 8 p.m. Thursday night as the date and the LC gym as the place.

A spokesman for the “Facts” stated that his team would accept the challenge under one condition: being, Mr. Bradley and Mrs. Smith would be allowed to play the front “spike” positions throughout the game. Circle K, being a generous organization, agreed to the stipulation.

It is understood that the faculty team has been in preparation for a meeting with some other squad, but due to the intelligence of the members of the team and the strength which they have, no other group would come forth to play them.

“The Men’s V.P. ? ?”

Beautiful Engraving
Done On Premises
Any Type Engraving: Greek Letters and Etc. (Even On inside of Rings.)

Pewter Mugs: Sold and Engraved

Landers Jewelry
Main Street - Next Door To The Theater

The Sixth Congressional Districf High School Principals’ Association will be on campus on Wednesday, February 9, for a meeting in “-atorium.” Mr. Billy will be a discussion on modern techniques of teaching math.
Duckett Leads Panthers To Big Upset of Berry

BY SUEY SULLIVAN

LaGrange College proved the upset has not gone out of style in basketball, for it pulled one of classic proportions last night, downing highly-touted Berry 56-55.

The Vikings, rated third in the GAC standing, came to the LC campus apparently expecting little or no contest from the home team. However, the Panthers rose to the occasion and whipped down the mighty Vikings in one of the most thrilling contests ever staged here.

For LaGrange, it was all Joe Phillips and Tom Duckett as the two forwards combined to score thirty-two of LC's 56 points.

Phillips hit on six of eleven attempts from the floor and three free throws in scoring 12 points, while Duckett, sparked by 18 points, had 12 and 10 respectively.

George Teel had 17, while Terry Conners and Curtis McBee setting the pace with 18 points.

The leading scorer, Ed Anderson, had 23 points, a season high for any player. Anderson kept up his pace-setting scoring lead by winning over Sigma Nu and setting the pace with 23 points, a season high for any player. Anderson kept up his pace-setting scoring lead by winning over Sigma Nu and setting the pace with 23 points, a season high for any player. Anderson kept up his pace-setting scoring lead by winning over Sigma Nu.

Sigma Nu battled the Indies, Delts Top Basketball Slate

Pi Delt gained second place from the year's top team, Delta Chi, who finished second last year, by winning over Sigma Nu and setting the pace with 23 points, a season high for any player. Anderson kept up his pace-setting scoring lead by winning over Sigma Nu.

Phillip White, 6'3 forward connected on 8 of 9 free throws in scoring with 23 points, a season high for any player. Anderson kept up his pace-setting scoring lead by winning over Sigma Nu.
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Joe Phillips, Tom Duckett High Scorers in Huntington game.

Close Huntington Game Sees Loss For Panthers

Huntington, led by the brilliant shooting of John Bricken, overcome LaGrange College in the final thirteen seconds of play Saturday night as the Hawks pulled out a 53-51 victory over the home-standing Panthers.

Bricken, who finished the game with 27 points, hit two free throws with 0:07 on the clock to ice the Hawk's victory. Earl Phillips hit a basket at the buzzer to close the final margin.

Huntington led the entire game and forced the Panthers to play catch-up ball the whole evening. The Hawks had two 10-point leads in the second half, but each time LaGrange rallied to deadlock the score.

The game opened with a rush for both teams serving notice that a battle was in the making. Huntington jumped out 2-0 at the start with the Panthers coming back to take their largest lead of the contest at 15-7.

LaGrange (50) FT FG PF
Phillips 6 3 0 15
Duckett 6 3 0 15
Holmes 2 0 3 4
Smith 2 0 0 5
Fry 3 0 1 4
Chancey 0 0 1 3
Traylor 24 7 13 55
Totals 24 0 0 55

Berry (53) FT FG PF
Traylor 4 3 3 11
Phillips 3 2 2 16
Price 3 0 2 6
Budd 2 1 0 4
Johnson 2 1 0 4
Godfrey 8 0 1 16
Powell 0 1 1 3
Totals 21 11 12 53

Huntsville went into a stall near the end and drew what free throws until the two by Bricken at the end set the decision for the Hawks.

Bricken ended the game with 27 points hitting on twelves of 15 attempts from the floor and most of the baskets were from the block. Phillips and Duckett had repeat performances from the Berry game and two forwards balled in 21 and 14 points respectively. Holmes had 10 while Traylor added eight.

LaGrange as a team hit 43%. of their field goals but five of these free-throw attempts, Huntington shot 47%.

Valdosta Threatens Panthers

ON SATURDAY NIGHT, VALDOSTA STATE CORES TO LaGRANGE TO PLAY THE PANthers IN ONE OF THE BIGGEST GAMES OF THE YEAR. THE MIKE TERRY SHOOTERS IN BRYAN PHILIPs WITH A 14-4 OVERALL RECORD AND ARE LEADING THE GHAC CONVENTION WITH A 6-0 MARK. VALDOSTA HAS WON THE CHAMPIONSHIP FOUR OUT OF THE LAST FIVE YEARS. THE TEAM IS LEAD BY TWO OUTSTANDING SHOOTERS IN BRYAN PHILIPs WITH A .584 SCORING AVERAGE, AND MIKE TERRY WITH A 15.0 AVERAGE. THE GAME PROMISES TO BE AN EXCITING CONTEST AS THE TWO SCHOOLS HAVE HAD AN INTENSE RIVALRY OVER THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS.

Charlie Joe's
World's Best
Hot Dogs
And
Hamburgers

Our reputation is on the block every time we serve a Burger Chef hamburger. That's why we take the finest 100% pure beef and cook it over open flames to seal in the natural juices and beef goodness.

People on the Go...Go Burger Chef

Still only 17¢